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ABSTRACT. The paper addresses the 1994–2006 experience of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR,
Dubna) in establishment of and participation in large international cooperation of scientific centers and industrial
plants of Russia, JINR Member States (Byelorussia, Czechia, Georgia, Russia, Slovakia, Romania), W-Europe and
the United States in development of the ATLAS hadron barrel calorimeter.

The ATLAS is a new generation experiment on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) now being constructed at the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN, Geneva).

Emphasis is placed on research and development phase and quality control techniques, the role of laser metro-
logy developed at JINR in providing highly accurate assembly of the calorimeter modules and submodules is stressed.
© 2007 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Introduction
The ATLAS collaboration is preparing a new-gene-

ration multipurpose experiment aimed at studying funda-
mental properties of matter manifesting themselves in
proton-proton interaction at 14 TeV at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC, CERN-European Organization for Nuclear
Research, Geneva). This collider provides the largest
particle energy ever achieved under laboratory condi-
tions, which is comparable only with the energy of par-
ticles arriving from outer space.

Parameters of the ATLAS detectors allow a wide
range of expected physical processes to be studied and
regions of new, unexpected physical phenomena to be
penetrated [1].

One of the most important parts of the ATLAS faci-
lity is the Hadron Calorimeter with the so-called honey-
comb structure: scintillation tiles are inserted in the steel
absorber and are read out through wave-shifting optical
fibers. The tiles are located in the plane perpendicular to

the direction of the colliding beams (Fig. 1). The calori-
meter consists of three sections, a barrel and two ex-
tended barrels. Each section is assembled of 64 wedge-
like modules, 5.6 m long and 20 t in weight for the barrel
and 2.8 m long and 10 t in weight for the extended bar-
rels. A module is made up of submodules assembled with
the required relative linear and angular accuracy on a
common base – a girder.

The design specifications of the calorimeter are as
follows:

- jet energy resolution %3/%50/ ⊕= EEσ
- energy linearity ±2%.
Some other severe requirements to accuracy of me-

chanical assembly of modules must be observed. The
main one is the allowed non-planarity of the module side
surface (1.9 m × 5.6 m), which should not be larger than
600 μm. It is a high accuracy, which is hard to achieve in
view of the weight and dimensions of the module and its
specific structure: the module is actually assembled from
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steel plates (nuclear absorbers, Fig. 2) amounting to a
total of a few hundred thousand in the entire calori-
meter, each to a tolerance of ±100 μm for the contour
and ±30 μm for the thickness. The weight of the ab-
sorber in the calorimeter is a few thousand tonnes. To
achieve the best acceptable compromise between the
physics, technology, and assembly accuracy require-
ments, a combination of adhesive, bolted, and welded
joints was used in ATLAS calorimeter modules.

The design structure of the calorimeter dictated by
the physics requirements demands adequate technolo-
gies for mass production of components and for assem-
bly of submodules, modules, and the full-size calorimeter.
Clearly, all the above stages required development and
use of adequate precise metrological control measures,
including the laser control technique used in the assem-
bly of particularly large detectors for the first time.

The solution of the problem includes three key
stages:

1. High-accuracy production of approximately 300 000
submodule components: master and spacer plates.

2. Highly accurate assembly of submodules and their
high-precision positioning on the girder in the module.

3. Development and use of precise metrology to con-
trol calorimeter assembly accuracy.

Submodules should be mounted on the girder in such
a way that their symmetry axis is vertical to an accuracy of
0.15 mm/1.6 m, which corresponds to the 8th degree of ac-
curacy in machining of parts. This high accuracy (conside-
ring that one module comprises 19 submodules weighing
about 1 t each) became possible with the unique laser con-
trol technique developed and introduced at the JINR [2].

The full-size production of submodules and modules
at the JINR was preceded by research and development
that comprised the following important stages:

- construction of a meter-long prototype submodule
within the shortest possible period of time (2–3 months
in 1994), whose quality allowed the JINR to become a full
member of the international collaboration,

- construction of a full-size prototype module, so-
called module 0, at the JINR in 1996, whose high quality
of assembly and the demonstrated precision control tech-
nique resulted in that the decision was taken to assemble
all 65 six-meter long modules in Dubna.

Development and use of the technique for laser con-
trol of the accuracy (≈ 50 μm) of the assembly of six-
meter, 20-tonne modules, which is an advance in metro-
logy, allowed not only a required accuracy but also a
high production rate of two modules a month. This pro-
duction rate ensured timely fulfillment of JINR commit-
ments: on 3 July 2002 the last, 65th module of the hadron
calorimeter was delivered timely at CERN.

The required tolerances achieved in the assembly of
modules with precise instruments and the laser technique
are extraordinary because modules were not made with
precision machine-tools but actually assembled “by hand”
while their side surface non-planarity of 0.2–04 mm over
the area of ≈ 2 × 6 m2 is exceptional and comparable with
the machining accuracy of modern many-meter-long mill-
ing machines.

The high-accuracy assembly techniques developed
at the JINR can find use in the construction of not only
the calorimeter but also the entire ATLAS facility and the
LHC.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the ATLAS calorimeter system (A) and the hadron calorimeter barrel module with respect to the beam (B).
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Test runs of the calorimeter fragments consisting of
the modules assembled in the above-described way
showed that the ATLAS calorimeter meets the require-

ments on the energy resolution %3/%50/ ⊕= EEσ
and on linearity ±2% [3], which makes it the only most
precise facility among this type in the world.

1. Formulation of the problem
The work on the ATLAS hadron calorimeter began

at the JINR on 23.02.1994, when it was agreed that the
JINR would make 120 master and over 500 spacer highly
accurate steel nuclear-absorber plates for the prototype
submodule, also called the one-meter submodule. The
prototype submodule is a stratified structure of 55 peri-
ods, each period comprising two large master plates 5
mm thick and two layers of smaller spacer plates 4 mm
thick arranged on the master plate with an interval of 100
mm and displaced relative to the previous ones by 100
mm. Each period was 18 mm thick (Fig. 2). The tolerance
for thickness was ±0.05 mm for master plates and ±0.1
mm for spacer ones. These accuracy requirements are
extremely severe as they are higher than the Russian
Industrial Standard requirements (+0.3…-0.4 mm). The
contour accuracy for all plates was ±0.1 mm with the
maximum linear dimensions of 1821 mm for master plates
and 200–370 mm for spacer plates.

Five-mm-thick master plates are isosceles trapezoids
with the height 1821 mm and the bases 375 and 196 mm
[4]. According to the preliminary design each master plate
has 41 highly accurate holes 8H7 mm in diameter; 36 of
them are arranged along the symmetry axis of the plate

with the position tolerance ±50 μm and the other 5 holes
are located 20 mm off the larger base (Fig. 2).

Four-mm-thick spacer plates of 18 standard sizes are
also isosceles trapezoids with the height 99 mm and vari-
ous bases depending on the positions of the space plates
on the master plates in the submodule assembly. Each
spacer plate has 2 highly accurate holes 8H7 mm in diam-
eter arranged along the symmetry axis of the plate and
spaced 70 mm apart with the position tolerance ±50 μm.

In the assembly master plates are separated by
spacer plates arranged at equal intervals between them
and staggered in height (Fig. 2). All master plates are
connected by 41 rods inserted in all holes and fastened
with nuts. Each spacer is additionally fastened to the
master by two elastic bushings, which quite accurately
set the mutual arrangement of masters and spacers.

2. Design of submodules and modules
In June 1994 the one-meter prototype submodule was

assembled from Dubna nuclear absorber plates at CERN
with the participation of JINR specialists. The assembly
process revealed considerable disadvantages of the ini-
tial submodule design indicated by the Dubna group.
Those disadvantages greatly hampered mass production
of submodules and were unacceptable for the full-size of
the module and the tile calorimeter as a whole. Therefore,
a number of fundamentally new features were developed
[5] and then implemented in the design of submodules
and modules and in their assembly procedures.

Added to the submodule design were (Fig. 3):
(a) two grooves on the axis line at the trapezoid

bases,
(b) strips at four angles of the trapezoid.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of one of 55 periods of the 1-meter prototype submodule.
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Grooves in master plates for submodules (Fig. 4) radi-
cally changed the module assembly procedure and made
it possible:

(a) to easily stack plates between holders within the
range of permissible relative shift,

(b) to assemble a submodule vertically and symmetri-
cally in plan.

In module assembly (Fig. 4) the grooves at the wide
base of submodules allowed the position of submodules
to be centered to the required accuracy as they were
mounted on the girder and the strips at the angles al-
lowed submodules to be bolted to the girder and their
position to be adjusted with respect to the vertical axis
for high planarity (to 0.2 mm over the area 1.9 m × 5.6 m)
of module side surfaces. Long front plates connecting
submodules at the top of the module and fixing their
mutual arrangement were welded into the grooves at the
narrow bases of submodules. On the basis of the adopted
tolerances the required mutual arrangement and the maxi-
mum permissible non-planarity of module side surfaces
(0.6 mm over the area 1.9 m × 5.6 m) were calculated and
the distance between modules in the calorimeter (1.5 mm)
was set [6]. These two key parameters were subject to
particularly thorough metrological control during the as-
sembly of modules and were decisive for successful
preassembly of the barrel on the ground [7] and final
assembly to design tolerances in the underground area
(December 2004).

3. Development of technology for
components and devices for assembly and
transportation of module 0

It was planned to produce submodules in several
institutes, some of which did not have adequate produc-
tion capacity. Therefore the proposal to mount 19 mo-

dules on the girder in the module instead of 6 was an
important step of a principal significance. The length of
a submodule was decreased from H≈1 m to H≈300 mm
and accordingly its weight is decreased from 3 t to 800–
900 kg [6]. Later this step greatly simplified assembly of
modules and, which is particularly important, allowed
precise metrological control of the assembly procedure.

Thus, the module design was detailed: the size of the
master and spacer plates, angle plates, threaded holes,
welded seams, etc. were optimized. By the beginning of
1995 all basic approaches for assembly of submodules and
modules were developed [8] and officially approved. The
JINR also presented its proposals as to lifting machinery
and rigging for submodules and modules, possible de-
signs of the module assembly berth, and a simplified dia-
gram of a device for transportation of a module to CERN.

By mid-1995 the design of “module 0” as a full-size
prototype module of the tile calorimeter was approved
and designing of the assembly berth for “module 0” has
begun at the Design Department of the JINR DLNP
(Dzhelepov Lab. of Nuclear Problems) [9].

After the collaboration approved the design of the
assembly berth and the proposed model assembly pro-
cedures, the design of the assembly berth was finished
at the JINR [10] and at the end of 1995 the JINR made a
contract for its manufacture with the Nuclear&Vacuum
(Bucharest, Romania). In March 1996 the assembly berth
was delivered to Dubna.

16–19 April 1996, in accordance with the plans of the
ATLAS collaboration, the 6-meter “module 0” was suc-
cessfully assembled at JINR [11]. In view of the unique-
ness and instructiveness of the assemble procedure, for
it was the first of three “zero” modules (the other two
half as large in size were to be assembled later in Spain
and the United States), colleagues from other institutes
came to Dubna to take part in the assembly.

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the submodule: grooves and four
strips at angles are introduced.

Fig. 4. Module assembly diagram.
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The main requirement to the module production ac-
curacy – non-planarity within 0.6 mm over the area 1.9 m
× 5.6 m – was met by using a special industrial gauge –
a one-meter straight-edge of sufficient rigidity. Non-pla-
narity of module side surfaces was checked twice, before
and after welding the front plate to it. Measurements
showed that the chosen welding technology was cor-
rect, the module suffered practically no warpage, and the
maximum non-planarity was 0.45 mm/m while the toler-
ance was 0.6 mm/m. The length of the module was 5641
mm while the nominal value was 5640 mm, which falls
within the required tolerance.

On 30 April 1996 module 0 (Fig. 5) was sent to CERN.

4. Production of master and spacer plates
As was said above, the JINR Dubna was respon-

sible for the assembly of 65 barrel modules and manufac-
ture of the basic submodule parts, namely, master and
spacer plates. To manufacture the above number of mo-
dules, 1170 standard and 65 special submodules should
have been made by gluing and 40 800 master plates and
20 400 sets of spacer plates, each comprising plates of 12
standard sizes, should have been made for all 1235
submodules. Large-scale production like this (≈300 000
items) is very unusual for JINR and the success funda-
mentally depended on the ability to establish appropri-
ate quality control.

In the course of production of master plates each
30th stamped plate was checked with a gauge and each
600th plate was inspected at the three-coordinate mea-
surement center with ≈20-50 μm precision. By May 1998
all master plates were made and sent to Pisa, Prague,
Protvino and Dubna.

5. Production of submodules, quality control
At the end of December 1998 a special production

line for assembly of submodules was made at the JINR

Experimental Workshop to the specifications elaborated
by the DLNP Design Department and mass production
of submodules has began at the JINR.

The results of checking linear and angular dimen-
sions of finished submodules and essential production
data are written in the quality certificates. The thickness
Hi was measured at 20 points. It is the main geometrical
characteristic of submodules because it characterizes
uniformity of distribution of tiles over the length of the
module and affects the correctness and possibility of
assembling a module.

The thickness of the submodule is dictated by the
thickness of the plates to be glued together and the
amount of glue used. All the other geometrical characte-
ristics of submodules are dictated by the size of master
plates and are ensured by the production process.

Considering all these factors, new tolerances for the
submodule thickness +0.3…-1.5 mm and for the design
gap 0.4 mm between submodules in the module were
approved.

A submodule should be assembled to the tolerance
of +0.3…-1.5 mm for its thickness Hi measured at 20
points over the perimeter and central symmetry axis. The
measurement accuracy was 20 μm with the reading accu-
racy 0.01 mm.

The surface plate of the JINR Experimental Work-
shop was used for precision measurement of Hi. Its sur-
face was measured with available laser measuring de-
vice. Non-planarity of the surface plate was 70 μm at the
measurement accuracy 20 μm, which ensured the required
Hi measurement accuracy. Distribution of maximum va-
lues Hi-Hnom for 308 submodules assembled at the JINR
is shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, adjustment of tolerances, observance of as-
sembly procedures, justified choice of the measurement
equipment, and adequate degree of non-planarity of the
surface plate ensured quite stable high quality of
submodule assembly.

The JINR produced 243 standard (291.7 mm high)
and 65 special (341.2 mm high) submodules, all within
tolerances, over the period December 1998–May 2001.

6. Assembly of modules, quality control,
transportation

On 8 July 1999 the JINR began assembling “module
1”, the first of 65 modules, for the barrel of the ATLAS
hadron calorimeter. Unlike module 0, the first and all other
modules were assembled in a specially prepared and
equipped production section.

Unlike the case in the module 0 assembly procedures,
the highly accurate adjustment of positions of
submodules in the module required for ensuring the de-
sign module side surface non-planarity of 0.6 mm was
provided with a laser measuring system. With this in-
strument and a developed technique [12] module side

Fig. 5. April 1996. ATLAS Module 0 at the 6-meter chuck plate
of the vertical boring and turning machine, JINR, Laboratory
of Nuclear Problems.
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surface non-planarity was measured before and after
welding the front plate to the submodules. The optimum
weld-making sequence allowed the curvature of modules
to be quite successfully corrected and module side surface
non-planarity to be improved. With the tolerance of 0.6 mm,
the module side surface non-planarity was normally within
0.2–0.3 mm and rarely as large as 0.6 mm.

Let us consider in more detail the main technological
aspects of the assembly of modules in the case of their
quantity production.

Our task was to develop a module assembly tech-
nology that would allow the lowest possible module side
surface non-planarity. The main causes for the module
side surface non-planarity are

- non-straightness of the girder (0.2 mm);
- accuracy of its horizontal positioning (0.1 mm);
- submodule side surface non-planarity (0.1mm) and

perpendicularity of its positioning on the girder (maxi-
mum 0.2 mm, see Fig. 7).

During the module assembly the girder was first hori-
zontally positioned with a minilevel to an accuracy of 0.1 mm
per 1-m length. The reading accuracy was 0.01 mm per 1-m
length.

Next, submodules were successively mounted on the
girder. In the longitudinal direction, perpendicularity of
the submodule was determined and checked by the met-
rological precision square while in the transverse direc-

tion it was necessary to determine the slope angle of the
side surfaces of submodules with respect to the vertical.
Since minilevel could only check perpendicularity and
horizontality of very small angles (< 1°) while the slope
angle of the submodule side surface with respect to the
vertical is about 3°, a wedge-shaped plate was mounted
at a particular height on the submodule side surface so
that its outer side made up a common vertical surface
with the lower edge of the girder. Thus, by checking the
verticality of this surface with a 2-m straight-edge and
the minilevel to within 0.1–0.4 mm, it became possible to
ensure the required verticality of the position of the
submodule symmetry plane and the tolerable deviation
of the submodule side surface from the “ideal” module
side surface.

The position of the submodule was adjusted by vary-
ing the thickness of shims between the lower strips of
the submodule and the upper surface of the girder (Fig.
7) until deviation from the vertical was not larger than
ΔX = 0.2 mm, which meets the design requirement and,
with an additional shim ΔS = 0.02 mm placed under the
submodule, allows the deviation of the submodule top
to be only 0.1 mm (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Distribution of maximum values Hi-Hnom for 308
submodules assembled at the JINR.

Fig. 7. Schematically depicted adjustment of positions of
submodules on their assembly into a module. Si is the
initial thickness of shims at the given place, ΔS is the
thickness of additional shims, Snom is the theoretically
required thickness, ΔX is the deviation of the position of
the submodule from the nominal one.
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The laser metrology we developed allowed adjust-
ment of submodules with the required accuracy and ap-
preciably simplified assembly of modules: since it was
too laborious to adjust each submodule with a minilevel
and additional devices in quantity production, it was
decided that this adjustment procedure would be applied
only to the 1st and 19th submodules while positions of
submodules between them will be checked by a laser
beam; in that case the ΔX measurement accuracy was
0.05 mm.

Thus, the modules which we assembled practically
“by hand” surpassed in accuracy of assembly industrial
items of comparable size machined on a high-precision
shop-machine. The achieved result is illustrated in Fig. 8,
which shows deviations of all submodules from the nomi-
nal position in the assembled modules. The shadowed
area shows the maximum deviations of submodules for
each of 65 modules. It is seen that nonplanarity of mo-
dules obtained by us falls within the interval 0-0.4 mm,
which is in general appreciably better than the design
value 0.6 mm.

All 65 modules were delivered at CERN without da-
mage, which was confirmed by comparing records of mo-
dule side surface measurements before and after deliv-
ery.

On 3 July 2002 the last, 65th module arrived at CERN.
The task set to the JINR eight years ago was success-
fully fulfilled.

Conclusion
This is a brief chronological summary of some most

important milestones over the period 1994–2002:
- Conceptual designing of the principal calorimeter

structure elements; accompanying research and deve-
lopment; manufacture of prototypes.

- Industrial production of ≅ 300 000 steel nuclear ab-
sorbers, girders.

- Manufacture of submodules and modules; deve-
lopment and application of precision technologies, in-
cluding the laser technique.

The authors would like to stress again the extreme
efficiency of the efforts jointly made by workers, techni-
cians, engineers, and physicists from a lot of scientific
centers and industrial plants to solve a unique techno-
logical problem, which ultimately resulted in successful
construction of modules and their delivery to CERN.

Epilogue
The further fate of the Dubna created and delivered

to CERN modules of the barrel (central) part of the had-
ron calorimeter is  as follows: prior to the final assembly
in the underground LHC experimental hall (at the depth
of 100 meters) the whole procedure was repeated at CERN
on the surface level to avoid some unexpected situations
and problems one might expect when final assembling in
the area where the possibilities to change and repair are
highly limited.

The experience accumulated during this preliminary,
on the earth surface, assembly was used when final as-
sembling; Fig. 9 shows the central barrel assembled of
Dubna modules on the surface. All these assembly works
both on the surface and in the experimental hall were
executed with an active participation of the JINR engi-
neers and technicians.

Fig. 8. Distribution of maximum deviations of submodules Hi-Hnom
in the modules assembled at the JINR.

Fig. 9. The central barrel assembled of Dubna modules on the
surface at CERN
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Fig. 10. Basic modules with the support before the descending
into the experimental area Fig. 11. Basic modules before the final assembly at the

experimental area

Fig. 12. The Central Dubna part of the hadron calorimeter had
been assembled

Fig. 13. The barrel has arrived  to its final position at the
ATLAS centre

After the preliminary assembly the barrel part of the
calorimeter (consisting of 64 modules) was disassembled
to 8 modules unit and all of them together with the sup-
port have been delivered by 250 tons crane to the experi-

mental area where works were continued to assemble full
64 modules set (Figs. 10-12).

The barrel assembly place was not a final destina-
tion. After assembly the barrel started its “travel” to the
experimental hall centre on the specially created trans-
portation mechanism using the air-cushion. And in De-
cember 2004 the barrel arrived at its final position (Fig.
13), leaving its former place free for the remaining calo-
rimeter parts assembly – the EBA and EBC units which
also passed the preliminary surface assembling. By the

Fig. 14. The calorimeter complex assembly is completed
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middle of 2006 all works to assemble the full scale calo-
rimeter were completed (Fig. 14).

The huge experimental data flux from the calorimeter
and other ATLAS subsystems during data taking runs
will be directed to the data control board. Therefore in
parallel to the ATLAS parts assembly also was executing
cabling (High-Voltage, Low-Voltage, High-Frequency, etc)
to connect ATLAS subdetectors with the data acquisi-
tion and control stations. The unique scientific data, ar-
riving as “raw material”, will further be with INTERNET
and GRID distributed and analyzed among many world
research centers, enabling the national groups in differ-
ent countries to be active participants of the realization

of the scientific program of the world largest proton
collider LHC.

As during the ATLAS assembly physicists met many
unforeseen obstacles the date of the final detector start
up (originally end of 2005) was changed a few times and
currently this date is foreseen in the middle of 2008… Let
us hope this date will happen to be the final one and the
unique ATLAS research complex on the world greatest
collider will start as scheduled and will collect scientific
results on the energy and luminosity of the colliding
particles, unprecedented in laboratory conditions… This
moment is being so impatiently waited by the world sci-
entific community!

fizika

danadgar atlasis Teil-kalorimetri: prototipebis Seqmnisa da masobrivi
warmoebis gamocdileba

i. budagovi*, j. xubua**

* birTvuli kvlevebis gaerTianebuli instituti, dubna, ruseTi
** i. javaxiSvilis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

(warmodgenilia akademikos a. xelaSvilis mier)

Sroma asaxavs birTvuli kvlevebis gaerTianebuli institutis (bkgi, q.dubna, ruseTi), 1994-
2006 wlebis gamocdilebas farTomasStabiani saerTaSoriso gaerTianebis farglebSi _ ruseTis,
bkgi-is monawile qveynebis (belarusi, saqarTvelo, CexeTi, rumineTi, slovakeTi), dasavleT evropisa
da aSS-is samecniero centrebis da samrewvelo sawarmoebi _ danadgar atlasis adronuli barel-
kalorimetris Seqmnis organizaciasa da monawileobaSi.

ATLAS-i aris axali Taobis eqsperimenti did adronul kolaiderze (LHC), romlis mSeneblobac
amJamad mTavrdeba birTvuli kvlevis evropul centrSi (CERN-i), q.Jeneva, Sveicaria.

arsebiTi yuradReba eqceva sacdel-konstruqtorul damuSavebas da xarisxis kontrolis
meTodebs, agreTve  bkgi-Si Seqmnil lazeruli metrologiis rols maRali sizusteebis miRwevaSi,
kalorimetris ZiriTadi struqturuli elementebis _ submodulebisa da modulebis Seqmnis
samontaJo samuSaoebis Sesrulebisas.
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On the Nature of Pluto
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ABSTRACT. Pluto is a planet in process of formation. A swarm of particles formed around it traps particles from
the space. Part of these bodies then fall down, another part in future will make satellites. After the passage of
cosmogonic scale of time, a great planet must be created containing 13 Earth’s masses. © 2007 Bull. Georg. Natl.
Acad. Sci.

Key words: Pluto, formation, swarm of particles.

Is Pluto a planet?
At the present Pluto has become the object of dis-

cussion: Is it a normal planet or only a minor one? The
argument for the last opinion is that outside Pluto’s orbit
many bodies (Plutoids) of nearly the same size have now
been discovered.

This problem was studied by the author in papers
dedicated to the origin of the rotation of the planets [1 -
6]. Lately, the results of these investigations were
summed up in a monograph [7].

The main idea of these studies is that during the
process of formation some planets with short periods of
axial rotation (from the Earth to Neptune) had very great
cross-sections, necessary for them to acquire recent
spins. This would be possible if swarms of small par-
ticles around them were formed, opaque to similar par-
ticles.

Then, part of these bodies (particles) with low spin
moments fall down (on the planet), while the part with
great spin moments will form satellites in future.

Mercury and Venus had not such swarms, accord-
ingly they rotate slowly and have no satellites.

Thus, the presence of satellites is connected with
the fast rotation of planets, as both of these phenomena
result from the existence of particle swarms around cen-
tral bodies in the past. It is curious that such simple
dependence remained unnoticed for a long time.

The structure of circumplanetary particle swarms has
been investigated in [5, 8].

In these studies the main results connected with
Pluto were formulated as the following predictions:

1. The mass of Pluto is no more than 0.09 Earth’s
mass [1 - 3];

2. Pluto has a satellite [4];
3. Pluto is surrounded with swarms of particles and

is still growing [ 9 - 11], the radius of the swarm is 1 -2
million km and its mass is about of 10-6 Pluto’s mass;

4. The total mass of material moving outside Pluto’s
orbit is about 13 Earth’s masses [7];

5. Mean radius of small particles outside Pluto’s or-
bit is estimated as about 0.3 mm [6].

The first two predictions were based on the conclu-
sion about the connection between the presence of sat-
ellites and fast rotation of planets. Inasmuch as Pluto’s
rotation is fast (relative to Pluto’s year), the conclusion
follows: it must have at least one satellite.

Because of a great distance from the Sun the relax-
ation time of the accretion process for Pluto is many
times greater than the age of the solar system. Hence,
Pluto has not completed its evolution and now it must
have its own swarm of particles - not visible from the
Earth.

Indirect arguments supporting this point of view are
given by photometric data: since the moment of the dis-
covery of Pluto its albedo has been permanently decreas-
ing and the color index growing [9 - 11]. In my opinion, it
happens because all this time Pluto has been recessing
from the ecliptic plane (where the spatial density of inter-
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planetary material is maximal) and, accordingly, the total
mass of swarm decreases with time.

The discovery of two small satellites of Pluto in 2006
by the Hubble Space Telescope also seems to strengthen
my conclusion about the presence of a swarm around Pluto:
these satellites seem to be the greatest members of this
object.

Finally, basing on the estimation of particle sizes [6]
and on the still hypothetic fact of a swarm’s presence
around contemporary Pluto, for the total mass of inter-
planetary material in the neighborhood of Pluto’s orbit
we obtain 13 Earth’s masses as the lower boundary [7].
This material is slowly accreted by Pluto’s swarm and in
future must partly fall down, partly form satellites.

Conclusions
Thus, at present Pluto is a planet in the unfinished

process of formation. The swarm of particles around it
traps particles from the space. Part of these bodies with
low spin moment fall down, another part with great spin
moment in future will create satellites. The radius of the
swarm is 1-2 million km and its mass is about of 10-6

Pluto’s mass.
After the passage of cosmogonic scale of time, as a

result of the competition during the growing process
between Plutoids, a great planet containing about 13
Earth’s masses will be created instead of many bodies at
present moving outside Pluto’s orbit.

astronomia

plutonis bunebis Sesaxeb

r. kilaZe

akademiis wevri, e.xaraZis saqarTvelos erovnuli astrofizikuri observatoria, abasTumani

plutoni aris formirebis procesSi myofi planeta. mis garSemo arsebuli nawilakebis grova
itacebs nivTierebas garSemo sivrcidan. am sxeulebis nawili Zirs cviva, xolo meore nawili
momavalSi warmoSobs Tanamgzavrebs. kosmogoniuri masStabiT sakmao drois gasvlis Semdeg warmoiSoba
dedamiwis 13 masis mqone didi planeta.
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